Denise Froehlich, Director and Curator, The Maine Museum of Photographic Arts, will conduct a
portfolio review for Portland Camera Club members, limited to 20 people.
About Denise: “Over the past 25 years, I have taught at dozens of institutions and had
thousands of students. For these students, I have helped many artists find their voice, and
become clear about their message. As artists, we know what we are interested in, and what we
want to be better at. I enjoy looking at work and promoting artists by giving feedback,
suggesting reading materials, and pointing them toward artists who work in a similar vein.
Knowing where to find information is part of the battle.”
Denise Froehlich has been a fine art photographer and designer for more than 25 years. She
has also been an Arts Consultant for the last 6 years. Her photographs can be found in
museums, academic institutions and private collections throughout the country. She is the
Co-Founder, Maine Museum of Photographic Arts and is also an independent Professor of Art
and has taught at numerous academic institutions including Bates College (2001-2019), Maine
College of Art, College of the Atlantic, the University of New England, and the New England
School of Art and Design/Suffolk in Boston, Massachusetts.
Details
1. Saturday, Feb 15 at the Woodfords Club in the upstairs room
2. Sign up via a list at the club; fee, $35; limit to 20 people
3. Would need to present 10 to 50 images in print form. Any type of prints, small from
Walmart will work. No need to have your “best prints.”
She offers these parameters for photographers preparing to participate:
1. Goal: What do you want to do with your photographs? Are you working on your voice,
are you interested in having gallery exhibits, are you an amateur and looking to make
better photos, do you want to learn about other photographers who are working in a
similar vein?
2. What are you working on? Subject/Content: Family images, images with a single idea,
etc. What themes are you exploring and is your message clear?
www.mainemuseumofphotographicarts.org

 www.denisefroehlich.com

